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FWGR CONVERTS TO CLOSED
CIRCUIT SLIMES MILLING FOR
FINER GRIND, MORE GOLD

SEPTEMBER 2021
The Far West Gold Recoveries (FWGR)
surface retreatment operation of
DRDGOLD Limited, near Carletonville
in South Africa’s Gauteng Province, is
nearing completion of an R80 million
project to convert its Driefontein
No 2 Plant (DP2) to closed circuit
slimes milling, the key objectives
being to achieve a finer grind and thus
improved gold recovery.

Construction is on schedule, with the thickener
steelwork being erected and modifications
to the cyclone circuit or classification circuit.
Commissioning is expected in November 2021.

Additional benefits expected from the

The open circuit configuration was used due to
the limited thickening capacity of the original
circuit, the need for a leach density of around
1.45, and to contain capital expenditure.

conversion include enhanced leaching
conditions, lower maintenance costs and higher
water storage capacity in the current thickeners.

Figure 2: The design

Prior to its acquisition, DP2 treated 180 000
tons per month of waste rock. Post-acquisition,
the plant was converted from closed-circuit hard
rock milling to three-stage cycloning milling, in
an open circuit configuration, which targets only
the coarser fractions in the reclaimed slimes
from the Driefontein No.5 Dam.

Post commissioning and optimisation of the
mill, improved gold recoveries of between
46% and 49% were achieved but fell short of
recoveries of more than 50% which had been
indicated from laboratory test work.

Figure 1: The concept

Figure 3: The engineering
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Figure 4: Excavating

As part of the previously announced second
phase of the development of FWGR, the
regional processing facility will also employ
closed circuit milling. This was part of the
motivation to convert the current circuit into
closed circuit milling to align the two. This
will ensure that higher-grade, coarser particles
don’t get just a single pass through the mill but
multiple passes until fine.
The conversion to closed circuit milling entails
replacing the two tertiary cyclones with a
a cyclone cluster that will classify the mill
discharge, together with the primary and
secondary cyclone overflows.

Figure 5: Foundations completed

The coarse cluster underflow will report back to
the mill and the finer cyclone overflow to a new
45-metre diameter high-rate thickener. The new
thickener is required to adjust the slurry density
to 1.45 for treatment in the carbon in leach plant.
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Figure 6: Fabrication begins
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